CONSULTING.

We conduct limited consulting typically upon being retained. We have helped many corporations, government agencies and other groups solve problems, write papers, proposals, business plans and defend issues. We’ve also collaborated with many high level professors and we have enjoyed helping many graduate students win their Ph.D.’s.

We consult and work in fluidics, mass spectrometry, analytical chemistry, data analysis (and multivariate statistics, pattern recognition, signal processing, graphics, etc.), applied chemistry, physics and related business and IP matters.

Drew Sauter and our team members have worked and consulted with over ca. 150 groups including: Genentech, Merck; Los Alamos National Lab; Kraft Foods; Research Institutes (RTI, MRI, SWRI), USDOJ; Extrel; Sciex; HP; Spark Holland; NIH; NIST; US Army (ECBC, Natick and Corps of Engineers); WMI; universities (Illinois {Urbana, Chicago}, Washington U. at St. Louis, USF, UC Riverside, Wisconsin, Duquesne, Georgia Tech., Virginia, USU), Idaho National Lab, Biogen Idec, Amgen and many others.

Contact us with questions.